DuraTech® Premium
Reduced Clearance Ceiling Support

It’s the “Swiss Army Knife” of Ceiling Support Boxes!
You asked for more versatility, and we delivered.
Why stock two or more ceiling supports when a single box
can be used for all three vertical chimney applications?
That’s what you get with the DTP Reduced Clearance Ceiling Support
for use with DuraTech Premium insulated chimney.
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This new box design fulfills plenty of other common requests too. The list of standard features below will
quickly make this your go-to ceiling support:
1. Works within Smaller Openings – The DTP-RCS
is factory-tested and certified to reduce surrounding
clearances-to-combustibles around the box from 2” to
just 1”. This allows a 6” DTP chimney to be installed within
a 10 & 1/8” x 10 & 1/8” opening. Versions of the DTP-RCS
are also available for use with 7” and 8” pipe too, although
framing dimensions will correspond to diameter.
2. Can act as an Attic Radiation Shield* - When the
ceiling penetration is right at the attic, fix the squareto-round collar (included at no extra charge) around the
chimney, then push down atop the box to complete the
assembly. This eliminates the need for a separate Attic
Radiation Shield component. Aside from one less part to
worry about, assembly is quicker.
3. Integrated Starter Collar and Built-In Stovepipe
Adapter – Like other DTP ceiling supports, the first
chimney length simply twist-locks within the support, and
the adapter works with both single-wall and double-wall
stovepipe. No additional parts are required. Providing the

vapor barrier is secured to the box perimeter, this factorysealed assembly will help to minimize leakage of air from
conditioned spaces (warm) up into unconditioned spaces
(cold).
4. Comes with Finish Trim – Our two-piece adjustable
trim is pre-painted to match the box. The overlapping
ends allow it to work with both flat and pitched ceilings.
The end-result is a clean, professional finish.
5. Best of all, the DTP-RCS is insulated! – We include
a batt of rockwool insulation with each & every DTPRCS box we sell. For both new constructions and retrofit
installations. Ideal for today’s high-efficient homes.
*DTP-RCS Reduced Clearance Ceiling Support has a standard
24” Box Height. A minimum of 3 ½” must protrude below
the ceiling to ensure appropriate clearances for stovepipe.
If additional box height is required, a matching 24” Support
Box Extension (DTP-SE) is available. With 2” overlap, provides
up to 22” in additional height. Be sure to read instructions
closely prior to starting an installation.
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